
PECO CHP CfP Questions from Webinar 

 

1. Can a project participate in the capacity incentive but skip the performance incentive if the 

project team doesn’t believe a meaningful incentive will come from it? 

Yes, a bidder may choose to decline the performance incentive, however, PECO does not advise 

that the developer skip this incentive even if it appears to be small. 

2. What happens if a project is 1MW?  Does the project receive the higher tier amount (for 

projects up to 500 kW) and then receive the lower tier amount (for projects between 500 

kW and 1.5 MW)? 

Yes, projects will receive the higher incentive for the first 500 kW and then the lower incentive for 

the next 500 kW. 

3. Are there additional opportunities for funding that you are aware of other than PECO’s? 

PECO does not have a special gas tariff aside from the standard tariff.  However, depending on 

the project location, for example, if it is within PGW’s service territory, they may offer additional 

incentives or tariffs that are available to CHP projects. 

4. If we are still in the conceptual phase, will there another evaluation period that will become 

available later as the project advances? 

PECO encourages projects that are still in the conceptual phase to submit their application within 

this round.  Depending on the response to the current round, future calls for CHP projects may be 

issued. 

5. How is the program funded and what is the program maximum? 

The program is funded through the Act 129 legislative mandate.  PECO collects fees through a 

system benefit surcharge that PECO’s customers pay into.  The Public Services Commission has 

approved PECO’s CHP plan for up to a total of $24 million, which would include both the 

incentives paid and administrative costs of the program. 

6. Are CHP projects under this call prohibited from exporting power? 

PECO is not looking for merchant plants.  Within the call, PECO is looking for projects that are on 

the customer-side that achieve energy savings.  PECO’s goal is to achieve the stated amount of 

customer energy savings as set forth under Act 129. 

7. With respect to the submission form, who is the design firm and who is the build firm? 

The design firm is intended to capture the engineering firm chiefly responsible for the design and 

engineering of the project.  The build firm is the firm chiefly responsible for the construction and 

final delivery of the project.  On the submission form, please provide all experience with respect 

to getting a project designed and constructed of the team that the customer intends to use. 




